Cortical information processing at the cellular level has predominantly been studied in local networks, which are dominated by strong vertical connectivity between layers. However, recent studies suggest that the bulk of axons targeting pyramidal neurons most likely originate from outside this local range, emphasizing the importance of horizontal connections. We mapped a subset of these connections to L5B pyramidal neurons in rat somatosensory cortex with photostimulation, identifying intact projections up to a lateral distance of 2 mm. Our estimates of the spatial distribution of cells presynaptic to L5B pyramids support the idea that the majority is located outside the local volume. The synaptic physiology of horizontal connections does not differ markedly from that of local connections, whereas the layer and cell-type-dependent pattern of innervation does. Apart from L2/3, L6A provides a strong source of horizontal connections. Implementing our data into a spiking neuronal network model shows that more horizontal connections promote robust asynchronous ongoing activity states and reduce noise correlations in stimulus-induced activity.
Introduction
The neocortex of mammals is organized into layers parallel to its surface, each showing distinct anatomical, morphological, and cellular properties (Mountcastle 1998 ). This organization is believed to help control the input-output flow of the neocortex, and its structural and functional features have been the subject of decades of detailed research, providing sufficient data to formulate general connectivity schemes that suggest major pathways for information transfer and processing across the different layers of the neocortex (Thomson and Bannister 2003; Douglas and Martin 2004) . These schemes focus on vertical connectivity and have spawned tremendous efforts in implementing the respective circuits into computational models (Markram 2006) . The importance of connectivity along the vertical axis of neocortical networks is suggested by the high connection probability that has been found along this axis (Deuchars et al. 1994; Markram et al. 1997; Holmgren et al. 2003; Song et al. 2005; Yoshimura and Callaway 2005; Thomson and Lamy 2007; Lefort et al. 2009; Kätzel et al. 2011; Levy and Reyes 2012) , and which may suggest a dominant role for local information processing within the neocortex. However, over the years, evidence (mostly from anatomical studies) accumulated showing that nonlocal projections must provide a substantial fraction of inputs to neocortical cells (Burkhalter 1989; Hellwig 2000; Binzegger et al. 2004; Stepanyants et al. 2009 ). Even though first attempts have been made to characterize the physiology of nonlocal projections in the neocortex (Yoshimura et al. 2000; Berger et al. 2009 ), as well as in other brain regions, for example, the hippocampus or olfactory bulb (Sayer et al. 1990; Malinow 1991; Pressler and Strowbridge 2006; Atasoy et al. 2008) , available data remain very limited, probably due to the low data yield achievable with the available methods.
In this study, we focus on a subset of nonlocal projections in the neocortical circuit often termed "horizontal projections." This definition usually includes intra-cortical, intra-areal, longrange projections, which can span several millimeters and mostly run parallel (but also obliquely for cross-layer connections) to the cortical surface. Functionally, horizontal projections within the neocortical network have been implicated in spreading information to motor or higher sensory areas (Wang and Burkhalter 2007; Matyas et al. 2010; De Pasquale and Sherman 2011; Mao et al. 2011) , in mechanisms like surround suppression Sachdev et al. 2012 ) and as modulators of neural responses, providing "contextual" information from the same and other cortical areas (Behabadi et al. 2012; Petreanu et al. 2012) . Furthermore, in carnivores and primates, horizontal projections seem to link populations of cells that share the same stimulus preference over large distances, for example, iso-orientation columns in V1 (Bonhoeffer and Grinvald 1991; Weliky and Katz 1994) . Since rodents often lack this clear structural organization, the question arises, whether, in addition to the roles assigned so far, horizontal connections may play a more general role in cortical processing. In the light of recent estimates suggesting that the majority of synaptic connections (∼75%) a neuron receives actually originates from outside the local volume (Stepanyants et al. 2009; Boucsein et al. 2011) , it has been hypothesized that horizontal projections could even dominate cortical network dynamics. Finally, these projections may also serve to reduce noise correlations (Cohen and Kohn 2011) and trial-bytrial variability (Arieli et al. 1996; Churchland et al. 2010 ) and thereby improve signal detection. To elaborate on such a hypothesis, a more detailed description of horizontal projections is warranted in order to advance our understanding of cortical processing.
We show that horizontal projections onto L5B pyramids in rat somatosensory cortex are numerous and exhibit a layer-specific pattern that can depend on postsynaptic cell type. We characterize the physiological properties of these connections and find the strongest projections to L5B pyramids originating in L2/3 as well as L5B and L6A. Including our findings in spiking neuronal network simulations revealed that horizontal projections could, indeed, help to reduce noise correlations and response variability and, thus, improve signal detection in the neocortex.
Materials and Methods

Preparation of Brain Slices
Parasagittal slices (300 μm thickness) of somatosensory cortex were prepared from Long Evans rats (P25-P35), stored at 33°C for 1 h, and then transferred to a custom-made recording chamber. The cutting angle (10°) was optimized such that apical dendrites were aligned parallel to the slice surface. The slices were constantly superfused at a flow rate of 6 mL/min with artificial cerebro-spinal fluid (ACSF) containing (in m): 125 NaCl, 2.5 KCl, 1 MgCl 2 , 2 CaCl 2 , 25 NaHCO 3 , 1.25 NaH 2 PO 4 , and 25 glucose, pH 7.4, gassed with carbogen (95% O 2 , 5% CO 2 ) at a temperature of 32-35°C. All chemicals were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich if not otherwise noted. Animals were treated according to the University of Freiburg's and German guidelines for the use of animals in research.
Electrophysiology and Histology
Whole-cell patch-clamp recordings were established from excitatory neurons in all layers of S1 (hind limb/trunk area) using standard procedures. Pipettes pulled from borosilicate glass (1.5 mm outer diameter, Hilgenberg; 2-5 MΩ) were filled with a solution containing (in m): 125 K-gluconate, 20 KCl, 10 HEPES, 2 MgCl 2 , 0.5 CaCl 2 , 2 Na 2 ATP, 5 EGTA, and 0.4-0.8% Biocytin, adjusted to pH 7.3 with KOH. If not otherwise noted, all recordings were performed in current-clamp mode (AxoClamp2B, Molecular Devices or BVC-700A, Dagan), low-pass filtered at 3 kHz, and digitized at 20 kHz (CED 1401 Plus, Cambridge Electronic Design). The access resistance was routinely monitored, and the recording was discarded if it surpassed 40 MΩ. The pipette capacitance was compensated for via the capacitance neutralization circuit of the amplifier. The liquid junction potential (−13 mV) was not corrected for. After recording, slices were fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde overnight. Biocytin-filled cells were visualized using standard procedures (Horikawa and Armstrong 1988) . Only cells whose dendritic tree was largely preserved in the slice were included in the analysis and reconstructed with a conventional microscope equipped with a camera lucida module (Dialux22, Zeiss), if staining quality was sufficient (21 of 49 for excitation profile experiments, see below). In order to classify L5B pyramidal neurons (L5B-pyr) according to dendritic morphology, basic morphological parameters (number of apical branches, trunk width at 5 µm from the soma, 2D soma size, cf. Gee et al. 2012 ) from a subset of well-stained neurons (14 of 52) were extracted (cf. Supplementary Fig. 1 ).
Imaging and Microscopy
Experiments were performed on an infrared video-microscopy setup (Dodt and Zieglgänsberger 1998) equipped with gradient contrast optics (DGC, Luigs&Neumann) and an infrared-optimized CCD camera (FViewII-IR, Olympus), mounted on a motorized BX-51WI microscope (Olympus). All spatial measurements were acquired from the microscope micromanipulators (LN-SM1 or 5, Luigs&Neumann) using a custom written MATLAB (Mathworks) software package (available from Luigs&Neumann on request). Laminar landmarks were visualized under brightfield illumination (especially the borders of L2/3, L4, L5A, and L5B) at a low magnification (2× objective, NA 0.06, PlanN, Olympus), and these cytoarchitectonic features were used to define laminar borders for the generation of a layered stimulation pattern covering the visible part of the slice (horizontal extent: ∼±2.5 mm, see Fig. 2B ). Since the border between L5B and L6 is not distinguishable at ×2 magnification, it was measured at ×40 magnification (LUMPlanFL N, NA 0.8, Olympus) as the region where the size of cell bodies markedly drops (Tanaka et al. 2011) . identified projections are marked in red/magenta (black: no response, pale: direct stimulation, strong responses are clipped), scale bars are 50 ms and 1 mV. Gray lines denote layer borders. (E) Calculation of the relative connection probability as the ratio between tested and connected/ambiguous positions in bins of 100 µm from
Uncaging Experiments
Photostimulation experiments were performed on a laser scanning setup optimized for fast spatio-temporal control (DynamicPhotoStimulation [DPS], Boucsein et al. 2005; Nawrot et al. 2009 ) of the UV-laser beam (ENTC II 652, Coherent) via fast, galvanometric scanning mirrors (050 EFT, Laser-Scanning-Kaiser). For uncaging experiments on the physiological properties of synapses, the ACSF contained 400 μ γ-CNB-caged -glutamic acid (G-7055, Molecular Probes) and 500 μ of the metabotropic glutamate receptor blocker (RS)-MCPG ((RS)-α-Methyl-4-carboxyphenylglycine, Tocris), which decreases the excitotoxic effect of glutamate (Rao et al. 2000) and therefore prolongs recording time. For functional mapping experiments, 80 μ of the NMDA (-methyl--aspartate) receptor blocker D-AP5 (-2-Amino-5-phosphonopentanoic acid, Tocris) was added to prevent bursts of action potentials (APs) in presynaptic cells and increase the resolution of photostimulation (Matsuzaki et al. 2008, cf . their Supplementary Fig. S1 ). Conversely, the concentration of caged glutamate was increased to 600 μ to retain the effectiveness of photostimulation in eliciting APs.
Excitation Profiles
In order to determine the excitation profile of putative presynaptic cells, glutamate was uncaged in a 9 × 9 grid with a spacing of 75 μm (2-5 trials; pause: 2 min), centered on the somata of neurons in different layers (Fig. 1A ,B, Supplementary Fig. 2A ). These profiles provided an estimation of the stimulation strength with which presynaptic cells in different layers needed to be stimulated to fire at least 1 AP for the mapping of connectivity (Fig. 1C) . The combination of laser power (LP) and pulse duration (PD) just reaching AP-threshold at the soma was identified. The effective spatial resolution R of uncaging was estimated by calculating the Euclidean distance d of all AP-evoking pixels to the soma of each cell, weighted by the number of APs n, pooled over all trials: R ¼ P ðd × nÞ= P n: Since there is a linear relationship between LP and PD ( Supplementary Fig. 3C ), we re-calculated all PDs for a nominal LP of the UV-laser of 25 mW and derived the values for the layer-dependent PD from the calibration (range: 4-7 ms). Within this range of stimulation strengths, perisomatic stimulation reliably led to spiking in most tested neurons, whereas spiking via photostimulation of distal dendrites or di-synaptic driving of spiking was never observed (Dantzker and Callaway 2000; Schubert et al. 2001; Shepherd et al. 2003 Shepherd et al. , 2005 ; cf. Supplementary Material and Supplementary  Fig. 4 ).
Functional Mapping and Synaptic Physiology Experiments
The whole extent of the slice as visible in the brightfield image (horizontal: ±2.5 mm; vertical: all layers) was stimulated in a grid-like fashion. From our excitation profile data, we adjusted the stimulation strength separately for each layer (Fig. 1E) , and the spacing of the stimulation grid was set to 100 μm, which is well above the mean values for the effective spatial resolution R (mean: 44/60 µm for D-AP5/No D-AP5, respectively, cf. Fig. 1D ). To avoid consecutive stimulation of neighboring sites, the mapping sequence was spatio-temporally optimized and the inter-stimulus interval was set to 500 ms to allow for the relaxation of postsynaptic responses to the resting membrane potential. The sequence was repeated 4-10 times for each cell ( pause: 2 min). The recorded cell and the approximated contour of its dendritic tree were spared from photostimulation to minimize confounding effects of glutamate released directly on the dendrites of the postsynaptic cells. Such strong direct responses can bias the detection of synaptic events or mask them entirely, making a proper estimation of connection strength difficult. For synaptic physiology experiments, a previously selected subset of functionally connected presynaptic neurons was stimulated 5-30 times with an interval of 2 min. This time span was allowed to obtain stable responses by ensuring full recovery of the slice tissue between stimulations (cf. Supplementary Fig. 5 ).
Normalization for Cortical Depth and Curvature
In order to pool data from all experiments, the coordinates of each flashed location had to be normalized for cortical curvature (horizontal normalization) and different layer thicknesses (vertical normalization, cf. Supplementary Fig. 2B ). For vertical normalization, the shortest distance between the flashed location (X 0 ) and the adjacent layer borders (represented by secondorder polynomial fits) was determined as the layer thickness. Then, the distance from the flashed location to the lower layer border divided by this thickness was defined as the relative elevation within the layer. For horizontal normalization, the shortest connection from the flashed position to the somato-dendritic axis of the postsynaptic neuron was determined and then divided into equal steps of 50 µm (or into steps of 10% of the distance X 0 →axis, if X 0 was <50 µm from the axis). After each step, a vertical line as in the vertical normalization procedure was defined, and an anchor point was set at the relative elevation determined for the flashed position (X 1,2, . . . ). Integrating distances along these anchor points provided an estimation of the horizontal distance for the subsequent analysis. For the estimation of average layer thickness, the mean length of all the shortest lines connecting the opposing layer borders from each step was used.
Response Detection and Data Analysis
All data analysis was carried out in MATLAB, and results are reported as mean ± SEM (standard error of the mean) unless otherwise specified. For linear fits, multilinear regression with a bisquare weighting function and default tuning constant was used (robustfit function of MATLAB). For the analysis of significance between layers, the Kruskal-Wallis (KW) test with Dunn's correction for multiple comparisons was used. If not otherwise noted, the Wilcoxon rank sum test was used for all other analyses of significance (*P < 0.05, **P < 0.01, ***P < 0.001). Postsynaptic responses were detected in a time window of 5-50 ms after stimulus offset (voltage threshold: 0.15 mV above baseline). The window was determined from all excitation profile experiments (AP-latency range: 4.4-49.4 ms, mean: 12.4 ms, cf. Supplementary  Fig. 6C ), taking into account an additional ∼1.5 ms for axonal conduction and synaptic delays. Detection of false-positives in the time window of 50 ms due to spontaneous events (∼0.1 Hz on average) was excluded by averaging several maps (4-10) per recorded cell. Stimulation positions that reliably led to EPSP (excitatory postsynaptic potential)-shaped response (visually confirmed in single trials) within the time window were classified as "connected". Nonresponding positions were classified as "unconnected". Where postsynaptic dendrites were accidentally stimulated directly, this was mainly identified by the symmetrical appearance and the slow rising phase and onset of the response before the detection time window. Since these responses might contain EPSPs that are masked by the stronger direct component, we considered these positions to be equally likely connected or unconnected and classified them as "ambiguous". For synaptic physiology experiments, the same detection criteria were used but ambiguous responses were excluded since the direct component can skew the estimation of physiological parameters. Furthermore, due to the overall low number of trials (range: 5-30, mean: 8.6) and the inherent inability to absolutely control presynaptic firing in time ( presynaptic AP-jitter), we could not generate meaningful average traces of postsynaptic responses. Since this would have been a prerequisite for an automated data analysis, we choose to analyze our data as single trials (at least 5) under visual control. We sorted our data and only included projections that consisted of clearly identifiable single EPSPs or bursts of responses with the first EPSP sufficiently separated from the following EPSPs. For bursts of EPSPs, only the first clearly discernible peak was taken into account. All voltage traces were low-pass-filtered with a third-order Butterworth filter at 500 Hz before analysis. In order to rule out possible phase-lag effects and distortion of the synaptic latency measurement, the filtfiltfunction of MATLAB was used (forward-backward filtering). In order to find the actual EPSP onset, the point of maximal slope change closest to threshold was detected by using the first derivative of the voltage response in a 10-ms time window before the threshold was crossed (slope change threshold: 2 × SD [standard deviation]). In ∼30% of the cases, this simple method of onset-detection failed and had to be corrected for manually.
Only responses with smooth rising phases and clearly identifiable peaks were selected. The amplitude of the EPSPs was determined as the difference between onset and peak of the response. Rise times were measured as the time from 20% to 80% of the peak amplitude.
Estimating the Number of Connected Cells
Our estimations on the number of connected cells are based on several assumptions. First, we assume that the EPSPs detected in our postsynaptic cells are caused by direct connections from cells whose somata were located at the position of laser uncaging. We cannot rule out the possibility that polysynaptic pathways were activated, where a group of cells activated by the uncaging of glutamate drive a single cell somewhere else within the slice to fire an AP, which, in turn, has a functional connection to our postsynaptic cell. For a detailed discussion on this issue, see Section 1 of Supplementary Material. Second, we consider the cortical space as having a cylindrical layout as well as homogeneity and isotropy of projections. Although this second set of assumptions does not hold true in the case of single cells, the pooled innervation pattern of several neurons of a given class can be approximated to be isotropic ; see also Supplementary Fig. 7 ). This is also evident in the axonal projection patterns of bulk-injected neurons (Burkhalter 1989) . Thus, we pooled data from functional mapping experiments by normalizing each experiment for cortical thickness and curvature (cf. Supplementary Fig. 2B ) and assigning each stimulated position to a layer according to the brightfield images from the experiment (Fig. 2B) . All positions were then binned at 100-µm intervals, and the relative connectivity P rel at each distance was estimated as the ratio between tested and connected/ambiguous positions in each bin ( Fig. 2E ) and subsequently fitted with a mono-exponential function (Fig. 2H ). Bins at a lateral distance of <300 µm from the somato-dendritic axis or bins that showed more than 20% of ambiguous responses were excluded from fitting to minimize the number of false-positives. It is important to note that P rel is not a measure of connection probability but constitutes an estimation of "relative" connectivity, which is converted to a measure λ of the horizontal extend of connectivity in each layer. To estimate the number of connected cells (N con ) from each layer in the volume, a simplified model was assumed:
where ρ denotes the cell density, D the thickness of each layer, c the fraction of excitatory neurons, and P 0 e À 1 λx our model of exponential decay with the measured values for λ, constrained by fixed starting values P 0 ¼ P 100 1=e À 1 λx 100 : Fixing the starting values of P 0 according to actual measures of local connection probability from literature and only using the derived values of λ in our calculation allows an estimation of N con without measuring the actual connection probability at all distances (see Table 1 ).
Spiking Neuronal Network
We simulated a network of 50 000 neurons (80% excitatory, 20% inhibitory), which were modeled as leaky integrate-and-fire neurons ). Neurons were located on a uniformly spaced grid and organized on a two-dimensional sheet of 2 × 2 mm 2 . Each neuron received 2500 excitatory and 500 inhibitory inputs from the recurrent network. The connection probability for both excitatory and inhibitory neurons was set to 0.1 within a distance of 200 µm. Beyond that, the connection probability from excitatory to excitatory and excitatory to inhibitory neurons decayed exponentially with a space constant net space (Fig. 6A) . The 2D sheet of neurons was folded as a torus, such that every neuron received an equal number of connections (K exc→exc = 2500; K exc→inh = 500; K inh→exc = 2500; K inh→inh = 500). To study the effects of excitatory connectivity space constant, the number of synapses per neuron was kept constant as we varied net space . In addition, each neuron received Poisson-type excitatory input at a rate ν ext . Together with net space , ν ext and the ratio of recurrent inhibition and excitation (g) were free parameters in our simulations, whereas the space constant of all inhibitory connections to both excitatory and inhibitory neurons was fixed to 0.1. Synapses were modeled as α-function-shaped conductance transients (time constant 0.33 ms for both excitatory and inhibitory synapses). Synaptic weights were chosen such that each excitatory and Beaulieu (1993) . Values for the local connection probability P 100 (distance = 0-100 µm) are taken from b Kampa et al. 
External Stimulus for Network Simulations
To mimic an external stimulus-induced input from cortical or subcortical structures (e.g., sensory input), we created 1000 Poisson-type spike trains (representing 1000 neurons). The external stimulus was modeled as a step-like increase in firing rate of these external inputs. We chose 400 excitatory and 100 inhibitory cells to receive the external stimulus located around an arbitrary chosen point (stim center ) in the 2D sheet of neurons. The probability for a neuron to receive an external stimulus decreased exponentially with a stimulus space constant stim space , from the stim center (Fig. 6A) . Each of the 1000 input spike trains established a synapse on one of the receiving neurons with a constant connection probability of 10%. Thus, each stimulated neuron received input from 100 neurons from the external input spike trains. Each presentation of the external input lasted for 1 s. In each stimulus presentation, the ongoing activity in the network was different whereas the external spiking input was identical.
The spatial spread of the receiving neurons in the network (stim space ) was systematically varied to study its effect on noise correlations.
Data Analysis of Simulated Network Activity
We estimated the average firing rate and the global synchrony in the network by calculating the Fano Factor (FF) of the population activity, which is the ratio of the variance over the mean of the population activity rate. : To estimate the trial-bytrail variability, we calculated the standard deviation of the network response to 10 separate presentations of identical inputs. Simulations were performed using NEST (http://www.nestinitiative.org, last accessed November 1, 2014). The dynamical equations were integrated at a fixed temporal resolution of 0.1 ms. The data were analyzed using Python (http://www. python.org, last accessed November 1, 2014) and MATLAB. For more details, see .
Results
In this study, we provide an estimation of the layer-specific, horizontal connectivity profile and the synaptic properties of horizontal, excitatory projections onto L5B pyramidal neurons in rat somatosensory cortex by using a combination of whole-cell patch-clamp recordings in vitro and photostimulation of presynaptic neurons (Boucsein et al. 2005 ). Additionally, we tested the potential impact of horizontal projections on basic properties of neuronal networks (e.g., trial-by-trial variability, synchrony, and signal/noise correlations) in a simplified network model integrating the connectivity characteristics found in our experiments.
Calibration of Photostimulation Experiments
Since the excitability of neurons by glutamate uncaging can vary between layers and cell types (e.g., due to different resting membrane potential or input resistance, cf. Supplementary  Fig. 3A ,B), the optimal stimulation strength and spatial resolution for excitatory neurons in each layer was established with the help of excitation profiles (Dantzker and Callaway 2000; Shepherd et al. 2003; Hooks et al. 2011) . Intracellular recordings were performed from the major excitatory cell types in Layers 2/3, 4, 5A, 5B, and 6 (recording depth: 94 ± 21 μm, cf. Supplementary  Fig. 2A) , and glutamate was uncaged in a 9 × 9 grid with a spacing of 75 μm, centered on the somata of the neurons (Fig. 1A,B) . Separate calibration experiments were conducted without (control; n = 22) and with D-AP5 (n = 27), an NMDA-receptor blocker that has been shown to stabilize the excitability of neurons in uncaging experiments (Matsuzaki et al. 2008) . For both conditions, we estimated the spatial resolution R of photostimulation, that is, the effective radius of uncaging around the cell body in terms of AP generation (cf. Materials and Methods). D-AP5 increased the spatial resolution in most layers, especially in L6 (Fig. 1D) . The stimulation strength for both conditions was comparable (Fig. 1E , cf. Materials and Methods) since the concentration of caged glutamate was increased for experiments with D-AP5 to compensate for the missing NMDA-dependent depolarization. D-AP5 also reduced the long-lasting depolarization probably mediated by NMDA currents (Hestrin et al. 1990 ), significantly reduced the number of APs elicited by each light pulse in L5A/B (Fig. 1F , P < 0.05), and abolished a rise in excitability with consecutive trials (Fig. 1G, Supplementary Fig. 3D ). Therefore, we used D-AP5 in our functional mapping experiments to increase the resolution and precision of the stimulation. A distortion of the functional maps due to blockade of purely NMDAreceptor-mediated synapses ("silent" synapses) is unlikely, since they are almost absent after P9-11 (Rumpel et al. 1998 ). Nonetheless, D-AP5 was omitted in our synaptic physiology experiments to avoid underestimation of the postsynaptic response amplitude, which, even at membrane potentials around −60 mV, might contain slow, NMDA-dependent components (Hestrin et al. 1990 ). In addition, we observed that the overall excitability of the slice tissue could vary, probably due to slight differences in slice health or age-dependent effects. Hence, the stimulation strength was adjusted in some functional mapping experiments by increasing the values for the PD by 1-2 ms in order to ensure presynaptic AP generation. In a subset of the control experiments (n = 7 cells from all layers), we tested the impact of this slight increase of stimulation strength and found no significant decrease in spatial resolution (R norm = 47.2 ± 9.2 µm compared with R strong = 44.2 ± 10.9 µm, P = 1). The mean number of elicited APs showed a tendency for increase which was, however, not significant (N AP-norm = 2 ± 0.6 compared with N AP-strong = 3.6 ± 1.0, P = 0.17, cf. Supplementary Fig. 3E ). In summary, our data show that the excitability of neurons in different layers can be controlled by adjusting the stimulation strength accordingly. This reduces the occurrence of bursts of presynaptic APs, which can otherwise lead to a strong over-estimation of synaptic impact, since averaged responses will sometimes contain either only 1 or up to several EPSPs.
Functional Connectivity of L5B Pyramidal Neurons
We recorded from 28 L5B-pyr (mean recording depth: 116 ± 19 µm SD) in the hind limb/trunk area of rat primary somatosensory cortex S1, while systematically scanning the surrounding tissue for intact projections ( Fig. 2A,B ). This region in S1 was chosen because it does not show any particular specialization with respect to its structure (cf. to barrel cortex with its strong columnar arrangement). We recorded EPSP-shaped responses to uncaging events at locations of varying distance from the postsynaptic cell and interpreted them as indicators for intact projections from single presynaptic cells according to established criteria for this approach (Fig. 2C , cf. Boucsein et al. 2005; Nawrot et al. 2009 ). Responses were then classified as connected, unconnected, or ambiguous ( Fig. 2D,E ; cf. Materials and Methods), resulting in an overall number of 2260 identified projections. After assigning each presynaptic position to a layer of origin, we normalized for cortical thickness and curvature (see Materials and Methods and Supplementary Fig. 2B ). We identified intact projections from cells up to 2 mm lateral to the postsynaptic neuron. This seems surprisingly far considering that many axons are cut during the slicing procedure (Stepanyants et al. 2009 ), which will lead to an underestimation of the connectivity (but not of the spatial profile, cf. Levy and Reyes 2012), especially for long-range projections. Therefore, the following estimations of horizontal connectivity and its impact will constitute a lower bound. In order to estimate the horizontal extent of connectivity with respect to the vertical axis of the postsynaptic neuron's dendritic tree, we binned the number of responding presynaptic locations along the horizontal axis in steps of 100 µm for each layer and computed a relative value of connectivity (P rel ) as the ratio of identified connections over the total number of tested sites (Fig. 2H ). Fitting these values with a mono-exponential function yielded a decay space constant λ (in µm) for each layer of: L2/3: 352; L4: 265; L5A: 141; L5B: 217, L6A: 344; and L6B: 173. Since we could not unequivocally assign a border between L6A and L6B, we split the layer proportionally according to anatomical studies (∼3:1, Beaulieu 1993), which corresponds well to our observation of markedly fewer connections in the lower quarter of L6 (cf. Fig. 2G ). Projections identified as belonging to L1 (0.8% of all identified projections) are reported (yellow circles in Fig. 2G ) but were excluded from further analysis since their horizontal extend could not be fit reliably. The decay space constant of horizontal connectivity was highest in Layers 2/3 and 6A (Fig. 2I) , showing that these layers are the principal sources of horizontal projections to L5B-pyr.
Synaptic Properties of Horizontal Projections
Even though the above-mentioned space constants are not to be confused with connection probabilities, the considerable number of connections preserved in the acute slice preparation necessitates the question about their physiological weight (and, thus, their functional role regarding cortical information processing). To assess the basic synaptic properties of horizontal projections, we performed a second set of experiments, which allowed us to determine possible differences to the properties of local projections. Therefore, we repeatedly stimulated a subset of all projections identified with a mapping procedure as described above while recording the resulting EPSPs (Fig. 3A,B) . From 24 L5B-pyr, a total of 449 connections were analyzed with respect to their amplitude, rise time, and coefficient of variation (CV) (Fig. 3D ,E, Supplementary Fig. 5A ). Against the expectation of finding weaker projections with increasing distance due to the anatomically predicted decrease in axo-dendritic overlap (Binzegger et al. 2004) , we found the properties of horizontal projections to be similar to those of local projections. Although the occurrence of EPSPs with larger amplitudes (>1 mV) decreased with increasing distance for all layers, the distribution of amplitudes compares with that of local projections (Fig. 3D , cf. Lefort et al. 2009; Levy and Reyes 2012) , showing a heavy tail and a skewedness toward small amplitudes. The mean amplitude for all characterized connections was 0.46 ± 0.4 mV SD whereas the amplitude CV was generally low (range: 0.07-1.04; mean: 0.39) and did not significantly change with distance for most layers (except L6, P < 0.05, Supplementary Fig. 5A ). Since our data set has only limited samples for distances <300 µm, we analyzed the distance dependence of all parameters for the range >300 µm, only. The synaptic strength of horizontal projections did not decrease significantly with distance, showing that projections from larger distances can still have substantial impact on the integration in L5B-pyr. The number of samples for L5A-projections was very low (n = 21), and more data would be needed for a conclusive analysis of their distance-dependent properties. However, we reported the values for the sake of completeness. Whether projecting axons specifically target certain regions on the extended dendritic trees of pyramidal neurons is an open question.
To this end, we analyzed the rise times of EPSPs originating from different layers since dendritic filtering will progressively "slow down" the voltage deflection measured at the soma (Rall 1967; Redman and Walmsley 1983; Stuart et al. 2007 ). Interestingly, EPSP rise times in the layers providing most of the input were significantly decreasing with distance (slope: L2/3: 18%/mm, P < 0.001; L5B: 21%/mm, P < 0.001; L6: 14%/mm, P < 0.05). This hints at the possibility that, with increasing distance, horizontal projections establish their synapses on the proximal dendrites progressively closer to the soma (Fig. 3E , see also Yoshimura et al. 2000; Behabadi et al. 2012) . Along these lines, we compared the mean rise times between layers in order to test for layer-dependent differences. We found that EPSPs originating from L6 rose significantly faster than EPSPs from all other layers (except L4, KW-test, P < 0.001), indicating that these synapses are probably even closer to the soma Sjöström and Häusser 2006) . The mean values for amplitude and amplitude CV for each layer were compared in the same manner but showed no statistically significant difference (KW-test, P = 0.52 and P = 0.46, respectively). In summary, horizontal projections and their basic synaptic properties seem to not differ markedly from their local counterparts, except for lacking very high amplitude EPSPs.
Theoretical Implications Based on Experimental Findings: Number of Potentially Connected Cells
Connectivity in the neocortex is believed to be dominated by local projections within and across layers, leading to a more or less columnar mode of information processing (Mountcastle 1997; Douglas and Martin 2004; Hirsch and Martinez 2006; Markram 2006; Feldmeyer 2012) . We have observed that a large number (see Table 1 ) of horizontal projections impinge on L5B-pyr and demonstrated that their physiological properties do not differ markedly from their local counterparts. Thus, we sought to obtain a quantitative estimation of the percentage of all synapses of a given cell that horizontal connections account for. Assuming a simplified cylindrical layout of cortical space as well as homogeneity and isotropy (Fig. 4A , see also Supplementary Fig. 7 ), we derived a model for the number of potentially connected cells from each layer at a given distance from the postsynaptic neuron (cf. Materials and Methods). Following our estimation of P rel and integrating over a distance from 0 (soma) to ∼2 mm, we calculated the number of cells that are connected to a L5B-pyr. We compared our estimations with known values for the number of excitatory spines on L5B-pyr and the number of synapses per connection to assess whether our estimated values are in a realistic range. The overall number of connected cells was estimated to be 5159 (see Table 1 for parameters of our model). Taking into account that connections can be multi-synaptic, that is, more (Markram et al. 1997) , our numbers fit reasonably well to the mean number of asymmetric synapses on L5B-pyr (17 567, Larkman 1991), considering that extra-cortical projections (e.g., inter-hemispheric) and projections to the distal dendrite (between 20% and 35% of all synapses, Larkman 1991) are not accounted for in our experiments. Although the density of found projections close to the postsynaptic neuron is high (Fig. 4B) , our calculation suggests that at least 50% of all projections do not originate within the local volume, due to the quadratic increase in the number of potential presynaptic partners (Fig. 4A , cf. Boucsein et al. 2011 ). In addition, we found a separation in terms of contribution between layers on a larger spatial scale (Fig. 4C ). According to our estimates, the dominant source of input to L5B is Layer L2/3 followed by L5B and L6A (which contribute equally) whereas the other layers provide less input (Fig. 4D) . Although we assumed homogeneity of connectivity in the above-mentioned model for the sake of simplicity, previous studies have stressed striking differences in local projection patterns to L5B-pyr that can depend on subcortical projection targets ( (Song et al. 2005; Kampa et al. 2006) , vertical position within the layer (Petreanu et al. 2009 ), and firing pattern/morphological class (Schubert et al. 2001) . We investigated the dependence of the pattern of horizontal projections on the firing pattern of L5B-pyr. We divided our data set according to the observed firing behavior in response to depolarizing current injections into regular-and doublet-spiking (RS, DS) as well as intrinsically bursting (IB) neurons (Fig. 5A) . Interestingly, the population of L5B-pyr was rather homogeneous with respect to dendritic morphology ("thicktufted" type, Supplementary Fig. 1 , cf. Schubert et al. 2001 for barrel cortex). The spatial connectivity patterns of RS-and DS-cells are comparable with the pooled data set (Fig. 5B) . In contrast, IB cells seem to be lacking horizontal projections from L5B/L6A, while receiving more input from L2/3 than RS/DS-cells. To quantify these differences, we divided the connectivity space of these 3 types of neurons into 3 regions of interests, the supragranular, granular, and subgranular regions, and computed the average number of found horizontal projections for each of these 3 regions (Fig. 5C) . We found that, indeed, IB cells received significantly fewer connections from the subgranular layer (P < 0.01, amplitude distributions (lower row) for each layer and all layers pooled (black, rightmost panels). The linear regression shows that the decay in EPSP amplitude for distances larger than 300 µm is not significant for all layers except L5A (P < 0.05; black empty squares, mean ± SD; gray squares were not used for fitting; bin size: 100 µm). The shape of the amplitude distribution is consistent with that known for local projections (mean: solid line; median: dashed line). (E) EPSP rise times versus distance for each layer and all layers pooled (black, rightmost panel). The linear regression shows that the rise time in Layers 2/3, 5B, and 6 decreases significantly for distances larger than 300 µm (same notation as in D). (Fig. 5C ). The 3 cell types did not differ, however, in their connectivity from the supragranular and granular layers. These results suggest that IB cells may be part of a different subnetwork, possibly integrating different streams of information.
KW-test) as compared with RS-or DS-cells
Functional Consequences of Large Space Constants of Inter-and Intra-Layer Connectivity
What could be the functional role of the horizontal connections characterized above? Since they seem to be abundant and of considerable synaptic strength, we implemented a spiking network model parameterized with the space constants from our experimental findings and used it to investigate the impact of horizontal connections on key parameters of network activity. Our first hypothesis was that increasing the number of horizontal connections (or, to increase the space constant of connection probability net space ) should have an impact on the spatio-temporal correlations in the network activity, since the most prominent sources of correlations in the spiking activity in a network are shared inputs (Perkel et al. 1967; Shadlen and Newsome 1998) and the available pool of independent presynaptic units should increase. In our network simulations, we kept the total input to a given neuron (and, likewise, the total output) fixed and systematically increased net space (Fig. 6A) , which, indeed, reduced global synchrony (Fig. 6B) . Note that an increase in net space without controlling for total synaptic input to the neurons would have made the comparison of activity dynamics in networks with different net space difficult. For the smallest net space of 0.1, we observed typical synchronous and asynchronous activity regimes as the external excitatory input (ν ext ) and the ratio of recurrent inhibition and excitation (g) was varied (Brunel 2000; ). In line with previous results, asynchronous activity states dominated the regimes with a high recurrent inhibition/excitation ratio (Fig. 6E) . In these regimes, a further dilution of the shared input pool cannot be expected to show an effect on noise correlations due to the overall low correlations. However, for a smaller ratio of recurrent inhibition and excitation (g = 2), we observed strong synchronization with increasing ν ext . Thus, to study the effect of net space on global synchrony, we fixed g = 2 and varied net space systematically. Indeed, the global synchrony decreased as a function of net space (Fig. 6F,G) , whereas the overall firing rate did not change (Fig. 6C,D) because we kept the in-and out-degrees of the neurons fixed. For some parameter values where we observed strong synchrony (e.g., FF ≥ 10), increasing net space reduced the synchrony by up to 30% (Fig. 6F,G) . With weak synchrony in the network, changing net space did not influence network synchrony much (Fig. 6H) .
Trial Variability Decreases with Connectivity Space Constant
An important aspect of synchrony is that it causes large membrane potential fluctuations and, hence, can introduce large variability in the response to external stimuli (Arieli et al. 1996) . Thus, our second hypothesis was that a larger net space should reduce the trial-by-trial variability. To test this, we stimulated 500 neurons within the network described above with an additional external input (cf. Materials and Methods). The external input was modeled as a rate modulation in the activity of a pool of 1000 neurons outside of the network, also arranged on a 2D sheet. The 2D spatial arrangement of neurons allowed us to connect the input neurons to the receiving neurons in the recurrent network with a connection probability that decayed with distance. For this inter-layer connectivity, the connection probability decreased exponentially as a function of distance with a space constant stim space . In the 6-layered architecture of the sensory neocortex, this extra input can be thought to represent input from a presynaptic layer. Thus, this model allows us to investigate the effect of the local, intra-layer connectivity space constant (here modeled as net space ) and the inter-layer connectivity space constant (here modeled as stim space ). This relates to our experimentally measured values of horizontal connectivity in such that net space would refer to λ L5B whereas stim space would refer to λ of a presynaptic layer (e.g., L2/3 or L6A). Therefore, to study the effect of local connectivity and inter-layer or stimulus connectivity space constants, we systematically varied net space and stim space while keeping the other parameters constant (Fig. 7A) . These simulations confirmed our hypothesis that increasing net space reduced trial-by-trial variability (Fig. 7B-D) . In these simulations, both net space and stim space were identical. Interestingly, for a fixed net space , trial-by-trial variability decreased as we increased stim space (Fig. 7E) . These simulations allow us to speculate on the trial-by-trial variability in different layers of the sensory neocortex. For instance, in a layer with small net space , we would expect higher trial-by-trial variability which, however, could be reduced if projections from the presynaptic layers have larger space constant. We note, however, that the effects of shared connectivity as shaped by net space could be restricted to the asynchronous-irregular and synchronous-irregular states of the network activity. Oscillatory dynamics of the network may not be affected in a qualitatively similar manner by connectivity space constants (see Yger et al. 2011) . In neocortical networks, the space constants of the local, intra-layer connectivity can be different from the inter-layer connectivity (Thomson and Lamy 2007) . In our simulations, we observed that while net space had a stronger effect, stim space could also reduce the trial-by-trial variability (Fig. 7E) . Thus, our simulation results show that large space constants of the excitatory connectivity in the recurrent network and input projections together can create conditions suitable for minimizing noise correlations and reducing trial-by-trial variability.
Discussion
We have shown that the number of horizontal projections onto L5B-pyr in rat S1 can be large and that the layer-specific connectivity pattern can depend on postsynaptic cell type. The physiological properties of these projections are comparable with those of local ones, with the strongest projections originating in L2/3 as well as L5B and L6A. Incorporating our data into spiking neuronal network simulations suggests that horizontal projections could contribute to reducing noise correlations and response variability and, therefore, improving signal detection in cortical networks.
The Fraction of Local versus Nonlocal Projections
Anatomical data show that the number of nonlocal projections should balance or even outweigh the amount of local projections (Stepanyants et al. 2009 ). Functionally, the data presented here support this prediction from anatomy, resulting in a similar estimation that at least 50% of the synapses a neuron receives originate from outside the local network (Boucsein et al. 2011) . In very local populations of neurons, connection probability does either not decrease with distance (Song et al. 2005; Berger et al. 2009; Lefort et al. 2009) or is reasonably well approximated by an exponential decay or the falling part of a Gaussian function (Holmgren et al. 2003; Boucsein et al. 2011; Levy and Reyes 2012) . In L5B, connections between L5B-pyr and particularly trans-laminar connections from L2/3 to L5B dominate (Thomson and Lamy 2007) , which is also reflected in our data for horizontal projections. Additionally, we identified L6A→L5B horizontal connections as a comparatively large source of synaptic input, which is surprising, since even local, vertical L6→L5B connections have been reported to be very sparse (Mercer et al. 2005; Lefort et al. 2009 ). Along these lines, L4→L5B projections are usually reported to be sparse and vertically confined (Lübke et al. 2000; Egger et al. 2008; Lefort et al. 2009; Petreanu et al. 2009 ). The L4-projections found in our study have a surprisingly large horizontal extent (λ = 265 µm), which is in accordance with findings from sensori-motor cortex such as the hindlimb area (Kaneko 2013) . However, our estimations of their contribution to L5B-pyr-connectivity imply a rather small impact of these projections, since the overall number of connections is rather low (∼5% of all connections, cf. Fig. 4D ). Furthermore, our qualitative analysis of cell-type-dependent differences in the connectivity profile of L5B-pyr suggests that specificity also exists on larger spatial scales, arguing for the processing of different streams of information in specific subnetworks of neurons Brown and Hestrin 2009; Kiritani et al. 2012 ). 
Properties of Synaptic Connections
Previous studies employing photostimulation have greatly advanced our understanding of the functional connectivity in many areas of the neocortex (Callaway and Katz 1993; Dalva and Katz 1994; Dantzker and Callaway 2000; Schubert et al. 2001; Briggs and Callaway 2005; Shepherd et al. 2005; Weiler et al. 2008; Anderson et al. 2010; Hooks et al. 2011) . However, most of these studies were restricted to local circuits and reported mostly normalized mean activity or mean depolarization values (Schubert et al. 2001; Shepherd et al. 2005; Matsuzaki et al. 2008) . Here, we characterized the physiological details of putative monosynaptic connections (for a detailed discussion concerning the possibility of disynaptic activation pathways, see Supplementary material). Our results compare well with known properties of local synaptic connections, such as the shape of the amplitude distribution and the values of the amplitude CV (Mason et al. 1991; Reyes and Sakmann 1999; Levy and Reyes 2012) . However, due to the extended dendritic tree of L5B-pyr and the concomitant filtering effects on voltage transients (Rall 1967) , our data are probably biased toward responses with fast kinetics (i.e., originating from synapses that were reasonably close to the soma/site of recording). Nonetheless, we found a significant decrease of rise times with distance, which hints at the possibility of a nonuniform distribution of synaptic contacts on the proximal dendrites of L5B-pyr (Behabadi et al. 2012) . One crucial point of difference to local projections is the lack of large amplitude events (>4 mV) in our data, which have been proposed to dominate network processing (Lefort et al. 2009 ). This might be due to the fact that we spared the local area around the postsynaptic cell from stimulation, thereby under-sampling the region where the strongest projections are presumably located. On the other hand, young animals (∼P14-P20) are often used in paired recording studies, and in early developmental stages, synaptic efficacy is still high (Berger et al. 2009 ), leading to EPSP amplitudes of several millivolts. However, the amplitude of unitary EPSPs decreases with age (Reyes and Sakmann 1999) , which may have contributed to our distribution tending toward lower values since we used young adult rats (P25-35). The lack of large amplitude connections, however, is counterbalanced by the relative abundance of horizontal projections, which implies a potentially strong impact on network processing. Furthermore, especially L6-connections produce fast EPSPs, indicating synaptic contacts close to the soma. This hints at the possibility that these projections have a greater influence on the output of L5B-pyr than previously thought.
The Role of Layer 6 in Cortical Processing
Layer 6 represents a substantial part of the rodent primary somatosensory cortex (Beaulieu 1993; DeFelipe et al. 2002; Briggs 2010; Thomson 2010 ) and contains a highly diverse population of pyramidal neurons with heterogeneous axonal projection patterns (Zhang and Deschênes 1997; Kumar and Ohana 2008; Marx and Feldmeyer 2013; Pichon et al. 2012) . Although there are strong indications that especially cortico-cortical but also certain types of cortico-thalamic cells in L6 densely project to L5B (Schubert et al. 2001; Weiler et al. 2008; Hooks et al. 2011; Pichon et al. 2012) , the literature on detailed physiological properties of these connections remains anecdotal (n = 1 in rat and cat, respectively, Mercer et al. 2005 ; n = 2 in mouse, Lefort et al. 2009 ). Our data show that horizontal L6→L5B projections are numerous and that their synaptic physiology places them in a position to strongly influence integration in L5B-pyr. Thus, together with the well-documented modulatory influence of L6 on L4 as well as its fast feedback projections to thalamus (Bourassa and Deschênes 1995; Sherman and Guillery 1998; Sillito and Jones 2002; Reichova 2004; Lee and Sherman 2008) , our results indicate a potentially strong modulatory effect of L6 cells on the principal output neurons of neocortical networks in L5B. An opposing mechanism for L6 projections has recently been proposed (Olsen et al. 2012) , claiming that L6 activation suppresses the activity of other layers, probably via di-synaptic inhibition. How well these two findings can be reconciled will need further investigations.
The Role of Horizontal Projections
Anatomical studies have established the notion that "cortex mostly talks to itself" (Braitenberg and Schüz 1991) , based on the fact that the external input arriving in primary sensory areas only represents a small fraction of the overall number of synapses established on cortical neurons. This has been shown in most sensory areas for the main thalamo-cortical projections, where only ∼5-20% of all synapses that L4 neurons receive stem from thalamic sources (Peters and Payne 1993; Ahmed et al. 1994; Gil et al. 1999; Bruno and Sakmann 2006) . Conversely, a large number of synapses in a given cortical volume is "unaccounted for" (Binzegger et al. 2004) . They have mostly been attributed to thalamo-cortical, inter-hemispheric (Cauller et al. 1998; Petreanu et al. 2007; Rubio-Garrido et al. 2009 ) or cortico-cortical horizontal projections connecting neighboring regions via far reaching axon-collaterals in supra-and sub-granular layers (Tucker and Katz 2003; Buzás et al. 2006; Larsen et al. 2007; Wester and Contreras 2012 ) but also to intra-areal horizontal projections. On a structural level, these long-range, often patchy projections can simultaneously minimize the wiring length and the average shortest path between a pair of neurons (Voges et al. 2011) . On a functional level, these projections are suggested to provide a substrate for spatial integration of stimulus features beyond the classical receptive field perspective (Chavane et al. 2011) . Especially, in higher mammals, a clustering of cells that share tuning properties or other stimulus preferences has been regularly observed (Rockland and Lund 1983; Bonhoeffer and Grinvald 1991; Weliky et al. 1996; Lund et al. 2003) . In numerous subsequent studies, the hypothesis that intra-areal horizontal projections preferentially connect clusters of cells with similar tuning properties was confirmed (e.g., Gilbert and Wiesel 1989; Malach et al. 1993; Stettler et al. 2002 in the macaque; Bosking et al. 1997; Chisum et al. 2003 in tree shrews; Buzás et al. 2006 in cats), whereas others did not find clear preferences (Kisvárday et al. 1997; Yousef et al. 1999) or even a negative correlation between connection probability and tuning similarity (Matsubara et al. 1987) . These heterogeneous observations were interpreted as evidence for various specific functions of intra-areal horizontal projections, that is, visual segmentation (Gilbert et al. 1996) , contour integration (Li 1998) , and orientation-specific center-surround interactions in primary visual cortex (for a review, see Angelucci and Bressloff 2006) , or spectral integration of sound components in primary auditory cortex (Ojima and Takayanagi 2004) . A more general proposition for the functional role of horizontal projections is the mediation of surround suppression via di-synaptic inhibition of adjacent columns (for a review, see Sachdev et al. 2012) . In cortical areas where neither a clear columnar arrangement of cells nor any apparent clustering related to tuning properties was observed so far, as in, for example, rat V1 (Ohki et al. 2005) , horizontal projections might still be the substrate to link spatially dispersed excitatory neurons belonging to a functional http://cercor.oxfordjournals.org/ network (Kampa 2011) . However, the apparent lack of specificity may also suggest a more general role for horizontal projections, which is probably more accessible through statistical descriptions and modeling of cortical network dynamics. Along these lines of thinking, strong local connectivity will generally lead to strongly correlated activity in subnetworks of the neocortex, whereas a broader dispersion of presynaptic cells tends to reduce correlations and the overall amplitude of membrane potential fluctuations caused by the so-called ongoing activity.
Impact of Horizontal Connections on Network Dynamics
The correlations and fluctuations in the ongoing activity introduce trial-by-trial co-variability of the neural responses (i.e., "noise correlations") and are considered detrimental for stimulus encoding in a rate-coding framework (Shadlen and Newsome 1998; Cohen and Kohn 2011) . In recurrent random networks, correlations are strongly influenced by shared inputs (Perkel et al. 1967) or pooling of correlations (Bedenbaugh and Gerstein 1997; Rosenbaum et al. 2011) . Following the results of the simulations presented in the current study, large space constants of recurrent excitatory connectivity in different layers imply weak noise correlations and small trial-by-trial variability. Alternatively, noise correlations at timescales above 100 ms can be reduced if excitation is closely tracked and canceled by recurrent inhibition (Renart et al. 2010) . Recently, Hansen et al. (2012) proposed that tuning of local excitatory inputs and their tracking by recurrent inhibition can reduce noise correlations. In addition, Adesnik and colleagues have shown that distant SOM-interneuron activation via excitatory horizontal projections in rat V1 depends on the size of the presented visual stimulus . These are interesting parallels to our prediction that an increase in stim space as well as net space will affect stimulus encoding in neuronal populations, hinting at the possibility that an intricate balance between excitation and inhibition is also preserved on larger spatial scales in the neocortex. Thus, the mechanisms proposed by us and Hansen et al. may work together to shape the response correlation structure. Our simulation results further suggest that also the inter-layer connectivity space constants influence the layer-specific noise correlations (Fig. 7E) . It is interesting that L5B as the output layer of the local cortical network has a smaller λ (i.e., net space ) compared with most other layers. Hence, the activity reverberating within L5B should have higher noise correlation and trial-by-trial variability. However, the connectivity space constants of projections from other layers (i.e., stim space ), especially L2/3 and L6A, are fairly large. Since our calculation on the number of connected cells implicates L2/3 as the strongest contributor, we predict that in the absence of L2/3 inputs, L5 noise correlations would be even higher. This could be tested experimentally by specifically silencing L2/3 neurons using optogenetic methods. Conversely, the large space constant of L6A→L5B is harder to interpret in this respect, since L6 is supposed to provide modulatory feedback to L5B. More detailed simulations are needed, however, to substantiate and further clarify these ideas on the importance of inter-layer connectivity space constants.
Outlook
In primary sensory systems, horizontal projections have been implicated in several mechanisms, ranging from spatio-temporal information processing over surround suppression to sensorimotor interactions. Since all types of principal neurons as well as interneurons in all layers are possible targets of horizontal projections (Yang et al. 2013 ), it will be crucial to investigate the horizontal connectivity of other cell types apart from L5B-pyr covered in this study. On the single neuron level, the idea of dendritic computation (London and Häusser 2005) suggests that spatially extended neurons like L5B-pyr employ compartmentalized processing, using multiple mechanisms such as Ca 2+ -/NMDAspikes, location dependence of synaptic activation, and differential expression of plasticity (Schiller et al. 2000; Sjöström and Häusser 2006; Kampa et al. 2007; Larkum et al. 2009; Branco et al. 2010; Behabadi et al. 2012 ). Therefore, it will be essential to extend the study of horizontal projections to other compartments of the dendritic tree of L5B-pyr. These and other more detailed investigations of the potentially powerful impact of horizontal projections on neocortical processing will have to be conducted in order to complete the picture of the neocortical circuit on a larger spatial scale.
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